
       

 

REGATTA  IN  SCIÜ MẬ - 2009 

International Coastal Rowing Regatta 

GENOA - ITALY 

*** 

PROCLAMATION OF REGATTA 

 

1. Invitation 

The Italian Rowing Federation announces a regatta of endurance of  

"Coastal Rowing" for 

 Sunday, June 14th 2009 

 

The competition, organized by Società Canottieri Genovesi ELPIS (herebelow also “ELPIS”), will develop on a 

general layout of almost 10 kilometers around, adjacent to the coast and delimited by boas (as shown on 

below figure). The competition will develop on the following program: launching of the boats from the Società 

Canottieri Genovesi ELPIS  (harbour Duke of the Abruzzi) and transferring to “Punta Vagno” where departure 

will take place, turn of boa to “Monumento Quarto dei Mille”, further turn of boa to around 500 meters 

offshore the first boa, return to the departure line with turn of boa and return to “Boccadasse” where the line 

of arrival will be situated. 

The field of regatta and the layout can be varied on unquestionable opinion of the organizing committee in 

relation to the weather conditions of the day of the regatta. 

 

Notice: an alternative layout has been arranged in order for the competition to be carried out also 

in case of prohibitive meteomarine conditions.  

 

 



After having reached the arrival, the boats will be invited to enter the bay of “Boccadasse” where the ancient 

rowing society “Vignocchi” will distribute beverages and Genoese pizza bread. 

 

Subsequently the boats will make return to the Elpis premises where every crew shall take care of the 

operations of towing and refuge the boats. 

The regatta will take place Sunday June 14th 2009, with departure fixed at 11:00 a.m.. 

Are allowed to participate to the Regatta, indiscriminately, rowers male and female belonging to the categories 

"Senior" and "Master"; the helmsmen can also belong to the further categories provided from the C.d.R. 

(Codice di Regata, Code Rules of Regatta). Every crew must specify, at the time of registration, for what 

category ("Senior" or "Master") intends to compete. All participants (included the helmsmen) shall necessarily 

be enrolled for Societies regularly affiliated to the F.I.C. (Italian Rowing Federation) or to a foreign Federation 

for the year 2009. 

Boats whose crew members are enrolled for different Societies are allowed. 

Are admitted "Coastal Rowing" armies with oars of couple (Yoles de mer, type FISA 4X+, 2X, 1X). 

Every boat shall necessarily be provided of life jackets (one for every rower) lodged on the boat in compliance 

with Italian safety laws, an afloat towing line, anchored to bow, of mt 20 of length; the helmsman, during the 

regatta shall necessarily wear his life jacket.  

The Regatta doesn't attribute useful score for the national classifications. 

Field of regatta 

 

2. Registration 

The term of closing of the registrations expires definitively on Wednesday 10 June 2009, 7:00 p.m.: 

reference will be made in such respect to the moment of the receipt of the registration form, by fax or e-mail, 

by the Società Canottieri Genovesi Elpis.  

The registrations must be filled on the form specifically drafted (attached at the bottom of the file), and be 

sent to:  



Società Canottieri Genovesi ELPIS, fax: +39 (010) 25 32 590,  e-mail: segreteria@canottierielpis.it 

The registration form, to the purpose of the verification of the enrollment,  must contemporarily be sent to 

Italian Rowing Federation in Rome, fax: +39 (06) 3685.8148,  as well as to the Committee FIC Liguria as 

specified in the form of registration. 

The registration form must indicate all the data requested and, in particular, the date of birth and the  F.I.C. 

number registration (Italian Rowing Federation) of every participants as well as the name of the representative 

of the Society or Corporate body. 

The registration form which does not include FIC (or foreign Federation) registration number of the crew 

members will not be taken into consideration and will be null and void. 

3. Registration fee 

The registration fee is fixed in € 5 per  each crew member (helmsman included) and must be paid at the time 

of accreditation at the reception office of “Società Canottieri Genovesi ELPIS” and however by the 9:30 a.m. of 

the day of the regatta. The crews that had not provided in such sense cannot take part to the competition. 

4. Party after competition 

Free for every participants (rowers and helmsmen), the party is scheduled Sunday 14 June at  “Società 

Canottieri Genovesi ELPIS” premises, at about 1:00 a.m., during which the awarding will take place. Every 

crew, at the time of the presentation of the registration form (and within the same term) must communicate to 

the Reception office of "ELPIS" the list of those people of the crew that will join the party. 

 

The first 3 Italian  crews (not residents in Liguria) and the first 5 foreign crews enrolled to the 

regatta will be refunded by “Società Canottieri Genovesi ELPIS” of a “one night Bed & Breakfast 

treatment” in a hotel chosen by ELPIS. 

 

In order to facilitate the setup of the other crews participants coming from out Genoa, a list of 

available hotels will be issued on the website www.canottierielpis.it in due course. 

 

5. Accreditation – Committee of regatta 

The accreditation and the definitive registration to the regatta will be effected on Sunday 14th June 2009 from 

8.30 a.m. to 9.30 a.m. by the representatives of the "ELPIS" . The briefing of the Regatta, during which 

detailed information and instructions will be furnished, will be held at 9:40 a.m.. 

 

Any problems or delays shall have to be communicated to the Reception office of the competition using the 

telephone number: +39 (010) 25 18 720. In this case the representative of the Society, as well as who 



proceeds to the accreditation, must assure as soon as possible his presence communicating to the person 

responsible of the accreditation in order to be served with possible communication from the Reception or 

possible dispositions of the Jury. 

6. Documents of identification 

For all partecipants: 

Document of identity in progress of validity 

7. Retired Crews And Athletes - variations  

The possible withdrawal of one or more crews will be annotated during the accreditation, Sunday 14th June 

from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m., as well as the possible variations. 

The withdrawn crews which do not exhibit a medical certificate will be penalized of € 25.00 for each rower and 

competition as provide for by art. 20 paragraphs d) of the C.d.R. 

8. Logistic 

The boats will be hospitalized in the harbour “Duke of the Abruzzi” at:  Elpis, Rowing Club Genovese and Yacht 

Club Italiano premises according to the indications available at the reception office. 

For further information: www.canottierielpis.it  

9. Reward 

According to the order of arrival, the classifications will be worded, divided into the two categories "Senior" and 

"Master";  that will determine the assignment of cups of different degree to the participating Societies. 

To all the athletes will be delivered, also, a medal or a shirt; to the components the classified first crew will 

also be assigned the diploma of "Rider of the Gulf in Genoa", to signature of the President of the Italian 

Federation of Rowing. 

10. Boats 

Boats must fulfil the requisite requested by the C.d.R. and by the rules related to the coastal rowing which are 

deemed to be here fully incorporated. "Coastal Rowing" armies with oars of couple (Yoles de mer, type FISA 

4X+, 2X, 1X) are allowed to take part to the competition. 



11. Uniform 

Uniform must correspond to the official one deposited for every represented Society and must be the same for 

the whole crew, also in the case in which the rowers belong to two or more societies. 

12. Assistance 

For the whole duration of the demonstration services of sanitary help and a technical aid of boat-support shall 

be provided and guaranteed. 

13. Final Disposition 

For what is not provided for by the present proclamation, the dispositions of the Code of the Regattas (C.d.R.) 

of the F.I.C and  the rules related to the coastal rowing shall apply. 

 

SOCIETA’ CANOTTIERI GENOVESI ELPIS 

The President:   (M.  Dodero)  The Secretary:   (P. Dagnino) 

 

COMITATO REGIONALE F.I.C. LIGURIA 

The President:    (C. Loreto) The Secretary:   (P. Caprari) 

 

FEDERAZIONE ITALIANA CANOTTAGGIO 

The President (E. Gandola)  The Secretary (M. De Lauretis) 

 



FORM OF REGISTRATION  
(to compiled in legible writing) 

COASTAL ROWING REGATTA “Regatta in Sciü Mậ” 

Date: 14th JUNE 2009 – Location: Genoa - IT, 11:00 a.m. 

Race: 10 kilometers  [yole de mer 4x+,  2x,  1x (*) ] 

Category: [SM, SF, MM, MF (*) ] 

 

The term of closing of the registrations expires definitively on Wednesday 10 June 2009, 7:00 p.m.: reference will be made in such respect to the moment of the 

receipt of the registration, by fax or e-mail, by the Società Canottieri Genovesi Elpis., Fax: +39 (010) .25.32.590, e-mail: segreteria@canottierielpis.it 

 

Society: …………………………………………………………………………………………………….………….. 

Responsable: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Telephone/Mobile: ……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

(use one form for every enrolled crew, indicate if one or more  rowers or the helmsman are affiliate for other Society; for every crew indicate the Captain ) 

 

 Family name, name Year of birth Society FIC No. 

1° rower     

2° rower     

3° rower     

4° rower     
Helmsman     
1° substitute     
2° substitute     
Sub. Helmsman     

 

 Point out if you are provided of ownership boat:                        Yes   NO 

(In negative case the registration is subordinate to the availability of boats)  

In positive case point out the number of registration:…………………………….. 

Point out the Captain of the boat:……………………………………………………………….. 

The undersigned............................................................ responsible of the affiliate 

…………….. declares under his/her responsibility that the enrolled athletes are: 

- to knowledge the proclamation of regatta 

- to knowledge the safety norms for the boating in sea 

- in order with the enrollment for the current competitive year 

- all able to swim and to dive 
 

Place ...................................today .......................... Sign……………………………… 

 

 
[ (*) select option] 
 



DECLARATION OF THE CAPTAIN 

 

 

The undersigned …………………………….as Captain  DECLARE,  in name and on behalf of the 
same crew: 

- to respect the norms of maritime navigation and the limitations and the 

suggestions received in the preliminary meeting 

- to be responsible of the equipment for safety 

 

 

Place ………………………………………..Today ……………………………..Sign……………………………… 

 

 
 


